reviews Canadian Journal of History / Annales canadiennes d'histoire 54.1-2 © 2019 the aftermath of Alexander's death. I leave the Hellenistic world for a separate, more advanced course.
Much recent scholarship tends to tweak or colour ideologically a prevailing interpretation (sometimes in a manner not truly self-aware), rather than offer new paradigms. That interpretation has three strands: the Oxford 1950s-1970s consensus of the faculty in Literae Humaniores; the scholarship of Sir Moses Finley (an American based at Cambridge); and the Athenian Tribute Lists (B.D Meritt, H.T. Wade-Gery, and M.F. McGregor, Princeton 1939-53) . My own scholarship illustrates a more radical divergence (e.g., The Power of Money: Coinage and Politics in the Athenian Empire [Philadelphia 1998]) . The treatment of Sparta throughout Waterfield's text is a nice example of a process of gentle adjustment; he does not offer a new paradigm, but also avoids speculative excess. In contrast, the long arc of political history beginning with Periclean Athens through the death of Alexander is quite traditional. The major contribution of our generation has been a refocus onto social history. In response, Waterfield has wisely interwoven linear political history with social history through chapters on religion, warfare, economic life, women, Hellenistic city-states, and Hellenistic culture. On economic matters, his interpretive spirit is somewhat modernizing (analogizing to more recent phenomena), a safer deviation for student or lay readers than undue primitivism (emphasizing analogies to less socially differentiated societies). Another strength of this work is that Waterfield forthrightly asserts the early emergence and persistence of Greek ethnic self-awareness, appreciation of distinction from the barbaroi "non-Greeks," and their sense of panhellenism.
There are some topics where rethinking would be sensible: the nature of early archaic colonization with reduced emphasis on state sponsorship; a reduced impact for the adoption of hoplite (heavy infantry) warfare; and lack of emphasis on the deviancy of archaic tyrants. The evolution of naval warfare is too compressed. Although the transition from the sixthcentury Peisistratid tyranny at Athens to a populist constitution (c. 508 bce) is treated deftly, Waterfield has followed current trends by exaggerating the democracy (a term not yet in use) of the ensuing Kleisthenic regime.
All quotations of ancient texts are immediately identified in footnotes. Where possible cross-references are supplied to source books in common use, for instance M. Crawford and D. Whitehead, Archaic and Classical Greece: A Selection of Ancient Sources in Translation (1983) . The requisite appurtenances of a textbook are here: a timeline, dynasty lists, a glossary, recommended readings by chapter, and an index. A strong feature are the six general maps and approximately twelve more focused maps scattered among the chapters. Their scale is sometimes small, but almost all the places mentioned in exposition can be located. Around forty-six
